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To my surprise, the moment has arrived. I am writing the acknowledgments of my thesis and I think back on the period of my life that I now call “Amsterdam.” Now, in the sunny, warm and chaotic Rome, all the study, work and life that I had in Amsterdam seem so far away that it is surprising that it all happened. But it did happen, for real.

I would like to thank many, many people and let them know that they have been so important to me. This is the occasion to do so.

The first person to mention is Rosella Gennari, without whom I would have never heard of an opening position at the ILLC department of the UvA and I would not be writing these words now. That position was under the supervision of Maarten de Rijke, somebody I only had a vague memory of because of one class I attended when I was an undergraduate exchange student in Amsterdam. I went to that class only out of curiosity, who would have thought he was going to play such an important role in the years to come. Maarten has been a great example and a continuous surprise to me, because of his quick mind and kind manners, music taste and approach to life. With Maarten I learned an uncountable number of things, all of which will stay with me forever. Together with Maarten, Joost Kircz has followed the entire development of this work. Inspiring conversations, vision, human touch: I had the unique chance to enjoy all of these from him. Guglielmo Tamburrini was my supervisor when I started my PhD in Pisa, then he kindly agreed to continue to follow my work when I moved to Amsterdam and when he moved to Naples.

Other people have been influential to the completion of this thesis. With Frank van Harmelen I learned to adopt a healthy perspective on things and to stand for one’s own point of view; Jan van Eijck thought me to appreciate the humbleness and the intellectual courage that should always accompany research work; the Elsevier team showed me the importance of good coordination to carry out projects of any size. All of them showed me the importance of setting oneself a goal to achieve and keeping it despite any interferences.
I would like to thank all the members of my doctoral committee, for accepting to read the manuscript, providing insightful comments and so contributing to make my thesis a better piece of work: Jan van Eijck, Frank van Harmelen, Jaap Kamps, John Mackenzie Owen, Luciano Serafini, Bob Wielenga.

A special thanks to Arjen de Vries for generously reading early versions of different chapters of my thesis and commenting on them. Willem van Hage also deserves special thanks, not only for contributing to this work as an undergraduate student, but also for his friendly and enthusiastic presence. David Ahn and Stefan Schlobach read several versions of chapters of this thesis and commented on content and presentation. Maarten van Schie also contributed to this work as an undergraduate student. Andrew Bagdanov read nearly all versions of this manuscript, proofread everything and improved so much the quality of my English.

I shared a large part of the journey that lead to this thesis with dear friends, of inestimable value: Juan Heguiabehere, Gabriel Infante Lopez and Gabriele Musillo. Their presence, or even the simple thinking of them always warmed me to the true depths of my soul. Veronica Prada Moroni stayed close to me despite the physical distance between Pisa and Amsterdam — she knows every fold of this story, perhaps better than myself.

Vorrei ringraziare Claudia, e Tobias e Frida (e ora Malvina!), per la loro sempre calda accoglienza e la paperella gialla; Roberta, e Andrea e Diego, per le conversazioni, le risate e le gite a Napoli e Bologna; Francesca per il suo continuo sostegno e la stima che mi ha sempre affettuosamente dimostrato; Roberto Lalli con Haci Ciugo e la vita Baires; Laura, Alessandro, Tiziana e Silvia per essere sempre stati così indulgenti verso le mie fugaci apparizioni a Pescara.

My heartfelt hugs go to Rosella Gennari, Carlos Areces, David Ahn, Raffaella Bernardi, Paola Monachesi, Stefano Bocconi, Daniele Moroni, Martina Dominici; to the spanish crowd I spent many evenings and nights with; to all my colleagues at the ILLC and at the ILPS; to Fransje Enserink who is not here anymore; to Virginie and Pauline who helped me out from a distance.

And Rome? Here I found breathtaking beauty, the contradictions that keep one’s spirit alive and a great working environment at the FAO, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the UN. In Rome, I was so lucky to find so many “new” friends: Giorgia, Federica e Simona, ManuManu Manuela, Valentina, Natalia e Francesca, Pietro, Claudio & la splendida Livia, Federico M. and Massimo, Tommaso e Daniela, the fabolous Occhionero and the whole “Ciclopicnic Entertainment,” the roman Critical Mass and la Ciemmona Interplanetaria. A big happy smile goes to all of them.

La mia famiglia è sempre con me e la distanza non conta. I miei genitori e i miei fratelli Eligio, Roberto, Paola e Carlo, e le loro famiglie, Barbara, Lucrezia Luna e Francesco, Teresa e Eugenia: vorrei potervi abbracciare tutti in un solo abbraccio.

Finally, Andy. Insieme ad Amsterdam, Pisa, Firenze, Roma e chissà dove ancora. You always believed this moment would come, even when I myself would doubt. Thank you for this and much much much more.

Roma, marzo 2008